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Summary:
Effective SEO strategies require a lot of effort and time. Although in the search engines mark
Here is a list of free and proven for their effectiveness SEO online instruments:

1) http://www.alexaranking.com . It displays multiple domains instead of one. Therefore, you c
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Article Body:
Effective SEO strategies require a lot of effort and time. Although in the search engines mark
Here is a list of free and proven for their effectiveness SEO online instruments:

1) http://www.alexaranking.com . It displays multiple domains instead of one. Therefore, you c

2) http://www.xml-sitemaps.com . Sitemaps are extremely important for websites because they he
3) http://www.123promotion.co.uk/directorymanager . You can track your submissions to various

4) http://www.123promotion.co.uk/ppc/index.php. This is a very powerful tool. It displays, bas
5) http://www.seochat.com/seo-tools/keyword-density . This keyword density tool is useful for

6) http://www.mcdar.net/KeywordTool/keyWait.asp . This is another Excellent Resource. When you

7) http://www.123promotion.co.uk/tools/robotstxtgenerator.php . You can create a free robots.t

All you have to do is filling the fields and when the robots.txt file is created you upload it

8) http://www.nichebot.com . This website displays keyword data using Wordtracker and Google s

9) http://www.webconfs.com/domain-stats.php . You Enter the domain and get: domain age, number
It will help you figure out why some of your competitors are ranking better than you.

10) http://comparesearchengines.dogpile.com . Shows top results from 3 search engines. This to

11) http://www.marketleap.com/verify/default.htm . This verification tool checks to see if you
12) http://www.related-pages.com/adWordsKeywords.aspx. This tool generates a list of possible

You enter a list of terms, one per line or separated by commas. This is very effective for Goo
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